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March 2020 - zeta: Upgrade now, relieve the environment and benefit in multiple ways
With immediate effect, Zeutschel is offering an attractively priced upgrade to first generation zeta users – consisting of the new
operating panel with a touchscreen almost double in size and integrated Windows 10 PC.
With this upgrade, you will be able to work more productively, enjoy a further enhanced operating experience while supporting
our sustainable product approach – and all this for a fraction of the cost of buying a new unit!
In IT, people often say even after a short period of time: Buy a new one – throw the old one away. Important resources are
wasted in the process and the environment is burdened with electronic scrap. At zeta, on the other hand, the motto is: Turn old
into new!
Zeutschel is offering an extensive upgrade for its scanning system with immediate effect. This is of interest to all zeta users who
have acquired an overhead scanner before 2019. By comparison with purchasing a new unit, an upgrade represents the
ecologically better and significantly less expensive option of benefiting from the new opportunities offered by the second zeta
generation.
The focus is on the new operating panel on the right-hand side of the unit.

Upgrade details:
21.5” touch display (almost twice the size of the first generation) with
full HD resolution (1920 x 1080) and higher operating sensitivity.
Your practical benefits: optimized operation, sharper and more brilliant
image display, better lateral visibility.
integrated with Windows 10 operating system, Core i3 processor and
SSD storage
Your practical benefits: Enhanced productivity: Images can be
processed and saved more quickly.
2 x USB 3 connections
Your practical benefits: Fast transmission of data to external devices
(such as USB sticks, hard drives, etc.).

Are you interested in the upgrade offer? In that case, we look forward to hearing from you!
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